
Background

Texas ENT Specialists receive hundreds of daily calls from patients with scheduling inquiries as the primary
ENT resource of the greater Houston area. Texas ENT became increasingly short-staffed due to the COVID-
19 pandemic and saw call volumes rise to unmanageable daily missed calls, a direct correlation with a missed
opportunity for additional revenue.

Solution

To solve these problems, Texas ENT teamed up with Phase Zero to establish an automated SMS messaging
system that would text a "callback form" to patients who called while phone lines were at capacity. The form
was created by Texas ENT using Phase Zero's no-code form-creation interface to record the patient's reason
for calling and their callback information.

Phase Zero stores the form responses in a HIPAA-compliant task queue for the call-center receptionists.
Patient's are also given the option to leave a voicemail. Phase Zero's real-time voicemail transcription service
transcribes the voicemail and automatically creates a task. Tasks are automatically assigned to receptionists
to address before the end of a business day. During low call volume periods, call center receptionists can call
back individuals and ensure they receive the attention required.
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Texas ENT Capitalizes on Missed
Calls With Overflow Automation
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to 200,000 patient visits every year.
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About Texas ENT Specialists

Overcome short-staffing issues in call
centers caused by COVID-19
Retain callers when phone lines are full
Gain insight into overflow traffic and
callback performance

Goals

Automate sending SMS messages to
overflow callers containing a call-back
form
Record form responses in a HIPPA-
compliant task queue
Auto-assign tasks in the queue to
receptionists for same-day call-back

Approach

Over 30% increase in answer rate
90% of missed calls are converted to
appointments on call back
Improved call center efficiency and faster
cancellation notices
Established baseline values for call
center performance tracking
Increased revenue resulting from more
appointments scheduled and reduced
no-shows

Results

Being able to utilize this platform in our day-to-day clinical operations has
helped us improve outcomes for patients and streamline clinical workflows. 

 Dr. Ryan Neilan, Texas ENT Specialists

To learn how Phase Zero can help your organization, please visit www.phasezero.co



Features

Task Management
Phase Zero's HIPAA-compliant task management gives Texas ENT an easy way to track and manage tasks by creating automated workflows for their
staff, including managing scheduling requests, urgent issues, and call overflow.

Automatic Call Back
When all phone lines are busy, and the caller cannot reach their provider, Phase Zero records information on each abandoned or unanswered call. The
call-back feature will send an SMS to patients and ask applicable triage questions. A task will be created for Texas ENT representatives to call back the
patient. Phase Zero ensures that Texas ENT connects with each caller and increases patient satisfaction.

Real-Time Voicemail Transcription
Quickly transcribe voicemails into text, and enter them into your EHR system. With Phase Zero's voicemail transcription service, Texas ENT providers
receive a task of all their phone messages. They have the freedom to read them at their convenience and have a nurse respond to the patient. This
makes it easier for providers to get important information back to the patient in a timely manner.

Performance Tracking With Custom Data Analytics
Texas ENT leveraged Phase Zero for call center performance tracking. Custom metrics, such as average time to complete, allow Texas ENT's
leadership team to gain valuable insight into call center performances and set baseline values for analysis. Phase Zero increases visibility toward shifts
in business performance, such as decreased cancellations of appointments and no-shows. 
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